Anticipating future actions is a key component of intelligence, specifically when it applies to real-time systems, such as robots or autonomous cars. While recent work has addressed prediction of raw RGB pixel values in future video frames, we focus on predicting further in future by predicting a summary of moving pixels through a sequence of frames which we call dynamic images. More precisely, given a dynamic image, we predict the motion evolution through next unseen video frames. Since this representation consists of a sequence of frames, we can go one second further into the future compared to the previous work in this field. We employed convolutional LSTMs to train our network on the dynamic images in an unsupervised learning process. Since our final goal is predicting the next action of a complex task such as an assembly task, we exploited labelled actions for the recognition process on top of predicted dynamic images. We show the effectiveness of our method on predicting the next human action in the above-mentioned task through the two-step process of predicting the next dynamic image and recognizing the action which it represents.
Introduction
While computer vision systems can now recognize objects, actions, and scenes with reasonable accuracy [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , an open problem is anticipating future activities which requires modeling human activities, the relationships between objects and human in the scene, as well as their temporal evolution.
Predicting human action has a variety of applications from human-robot collaboration and autonomous robot navigation to exploring abnormal situations in surveillance videos and activity-aware service algorithms for personal or health care purposes. As an example, in healthcare autonomous services, consider a machine or agent, monitoring a patient's activities, trying to predict if the patient is losing her/his balance. If the agent is capable of predicting the next action, it could determine whether s/he might fall and take an action to attempt to prevent it. Another example of activity prediction is intelligent human-robot collaboration. For robots and humans to be cooperative partners who share tasks naturally and intuitively, it is essential that the robot understands actions of the human and anticipates the human needs e.g. the need for tools and parts in assembly tasks.
Prior research initially focused on future frame prediction with the goal of predicting as many future frames as possible [5] , [6] or predicting trajectories of people, either holistic or of their parts, and then applying activity recognition to those predicted trajectories [7] , [8] , [9] . In contrast, we introduce an LSTM model for activity prediction based on so-called dynamic images [10] which is representation incorporating cues of human poses and object shapes in a sequence of frames by focusing on those regions of images which contain actors or acting objects. These dynamic images were originally introduced as a representation for video activity recognition. Our conjecture is that predicting a representation which more directly encodes activity than either future frames or future optical flow fields will result in more accurate and longterm activity prediction.
The architecture of our system is related to previous work in next-frame video prediction [5] , continually predict future images, leveraging deep, recurrent convolutional network with both bottom-up and top-down connections. Our framework capitalizes on the temporal structure of unlabeled video to learn to anticipate both actions and objects in the future. The key idea is to employ the capability of deep networks to predict dynamic images of video clips in the future. This idea is experimentally validated on several benchmarks including MPII Cooking activities dataset [11] , 50 Salad dataset [12] , Toy assembly dataset [13] and IKEA assembly dataset [14] . The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We adapt the concept of dynamic image for action prediction • We predict further in the future than many of existing works by introducing an LSTM model to predict dynamic images. we review related work on action prediction and frame prediction in robotics and computer vision. We then present an overview of the approach and describe our network architectures in Section 3. Section 4 and 5 detail experiment setup and experimental results followed by conclusion in Section 6.
Related work
The goal of action prediction is to recognize unfinished action execution from partial videos or ideally to recognize unexecuted actions online from previously finished actions and transition video frames. Majority of previous work followed the first goal, whereas some effort has been done in frame prediction that approach the second goal.
Future action prediction
There have been a few promising works on anticipating future action categories based on predicting possible human navigation trajectories in 2D from visual data [7] , [8] , [15] . For instance, Kitani et al. used concept detectors to predict the possible trajectories a person may take in surveillance applications [8] . Their approach is based on using semantic scene understanding combined with ideas from optimal control theory. Kooij et al. also predicted the possible future path for people in the scene [16] . Zhou et al. and Kong et al, implicitly modeled human motions through object trajectories [3] , [17] . Koppula and Saxena anticipated the action movements a person may take in a human-robot interaction scenario using RGB-D sensors and an anticipatory temporal CRF model [18] . Such works not only enhance the quality of interactions between the human and robot, but also are beneficial to reduce risk assessment expenses [19] . However, their accuracy significantly drops for a long anticipation horizon since they fail to represent the uncertainty.
Other researchers have addressed action prediction in early stages, which means the task is to detect/classify an incoming temporal sequence as early as possible. For instance, Ryoo and Hoai and De la Torre designed an integral bag of-words (IBoW) and a dynamic bag-of-words (DBoW) to represent human activities [20] , [21] . Lan et al.
proposed a 3-layer hierarchical representation to predict future actions from short video clips or still images, while each layer captures human actions at different semantic and temporal granularity [22] .
Li and Fu modeled temporal composition of action-lets for activity prediction [23] . To the best of our knowledge, it is the only work that has addressed long-duration activity prediction problem using sequential pattern mining to incorporate the context into actions. However, the temporal predictions are detected using motion velocity peaks that are difficult to obtain in real-world scenarios.
Another group of researchers tried to solve action prediction problem, by leveraging the association of human and the scene. Vu et al. learned scene affordance to predict what actions can happen in a static scene [24] . Benefits of exploiting the scene cues have been previously proven for action recognition by [25] , [26] , in which leveraging scene cues have been avoided. Pei et al. inferred people's intention in performing actions which is a good clue for anticipating future actions [27] .
Future frame prediction
Future frame prediction is recently approached, while the first baseline for next video frame prediction is presented by Ranzato et al. inspired by language modeling. Later on, some other algorithms were introduced using LSTM, ConvNets, adversarial training, generative models, and predictive coding architecture [28] , [29] , [30] , [5] , [6] . Srivastava et al. used an LSTM Encoder-Decoder framework that ran through a sequence of frames to learn video representations, while another LSTM decodes these representations to produce a target sequence that can be the predicted future frames [28] . Mathieu et al. trained a ConvNet to generate future frames from an input sequence, while this work mainly focused on adversarial training to overcome the lack of sharpness problem in the predictions [29] . Oh Figure 1 : The overview of our system for predicting the next human action.
games [30] . Vondrick et al. presented an architecture inspired by AlexNet to predict features in future frames instead of pixel-based future frame prediction [31] . Indeed, the presence of human actions in the future frames is identified by predicting the activations in the penultimate layer of the AlexNet in future frames.
A convolutional LSTM architecture is employed through predictive coding theory in some of the recent papers about future frame prediction. For instance, Lotter et al. used sequences of rendered images as well as natural video frames as inputs [5] , Neverova et al used semantic segmentation of video frames as inputs [32] and Luo et al utilized sequences of optical flow in RGB-D videos [33] . Finn et al. developed an action-conditioned video prediction model that incorporates appearance information in previous frames with motion predicted by the model and is able to generate frames more than 10 time steps into the future [6] .
Very recently, Liang et al. developed a dual motion Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) architecture that learns to explicitly make the future frame values be consistent to the pixel-wise motion trajectories using a dual adversarial learning mechanism [34] . Specifically, it simultaneously resolves the primal future-frame prediction and dual future-flow prediction based on a shared probabilistic motion encoder. All the above-mentioned approaches could achieve 5 future frames prediction at most, while long-duration prediction is required to be addressed for action prediction problem, particularly in real-time robotics applications. Our work differently targets long-duration action prediction by predicting dynamic images as a summary of next video clip and has the potential of predicting several seconds ahead in future.
Overview of our action prediction system
To make the human action prediction, suitable for realtime applications such as robotics, we need to reduce the algorithm latency as much as possible and predict deeper into the future. To reduce latency in prediction, we predict a compact (single frame) representation of the futuredynamic images -which have been shown to be powerful representations for video activity recognition.
Dynamic images are designed to surpress background information and to encode the motion of humans and objects involved in actions. Because they are compact (i.e., a few seconds of video are encoded in a single frame), action prediction from dynamic images is computationally efficient. Figure 1 shows overview of our approach for human action prediction.
Constructing dynamic images from video
A dynamic image is based on rank pooling and is obtained through the parameters of a ranking machine that encodes the temporal evolution of frames of video [35] . More precisely, dynamic images focus on those areas of images which contain actors and the objects they interact with, whereas they surpress background pixels and motion patterns which are noise from the perspective of action recognition and prediction. As a result, the energy in dynamic images is concentrated in the salient actors' motion. Dynamic images are constructed by identifying a function ψ that maps a sequence of video frames into a single vector which contains enough information to rank all the frames in the video and can be used as a video descriptor. We construct dynamic images for 30 frame video clips and use a stride of 5 frames as we pass the one second window through a long video. Figure 2 demonstrates some examples of different datasets and the generated dynamic images using the above-mentioned pipeline for one second clips extracted from representative videos in each dataset [10] .
Training a deep predictive model for predicting the next dynamic of the scene
The model for predicting dynamic images is based on recurrent neural networks and convolutional long shortterm memories, inspired by the architecture of PredNet [5] with some modifications in functions.
The model consists of stacked modules which generate local predictions of the input given to the module, and then the logarithmic error between the local predictions and actual input is flowed to the next layer of the network. Each module of the network contains four layers -an input convolutional layer, a recurrent representation layer, a prediction layer, and an error representation. The input layer, prediction layer and error representation layer have the standard shape of deep convolutional networks, whereas the recurrent representation layers follow rules of generative deconvolutional networks (Figure 1 ). Readers are referred to [5] for more details.
The prediction of a dynamic image is based on the last ten dynamic images constructed from the previously observed portion of the video. Since each of those dynamic images is based on a one second video clip with a 1/6 second (5 frame) stride, the recurrent network integrates information over 75 observed frames to construct a compact prediction of the next 30. In principle, one could predict dynamic images for either longer future time intervals or multiple shorter intervals, although we do not investigate these alternative prediction structures here.
Action recognition of predicted dynamic images
To complete the action prediction task, we classify predicted dynamic images into action classes. Note that it is typical that there are gaps of inactivity between consecutive sub-actions in a video. For example, in one video after the actor completes the "using screw driver sub-action" there is a three second gap before the actor initiates the "placing back panel" sub-action. In general, we label the gap with the activity label of the next subactivity, because it is this sub-activity that we are trying to predict. Then, we train a convent based on Resnet152 architecture to create a model to recognize the action class of predicted dynamic images for unseen test videos. Figure  3 demonstrates the training process on predicted dynamic images of IKEA dataset samples and action labels.
Experimental setup
In our experimental evaluation, we aim to answer the following questions: 1) can we predict the next dynamic image as accurately as we predict the next RGB frame of a video using our prediction model? 2) how accurately can we predict the next human action class based on the predicted dynamic image? To answer these questions, we conduct a series of experiments, which we describe in the next sections. We conduct the first prediction experiments on four public datasets, MPII Cooking activities dataset, 50 Salads dataset, Toy assembly dataset and IKEA dataset. The second set of experiments is conducted using the IKEA dataset that is particularly useful for the human-robot collaboration assembly task.
Datasets
The first dataset is MPII Cooking activities dataset which is suitable for evaluating fine-grained action classification. As sequences of nt images Figure 3 : Training a network for action recognition from predicted dynamic images as inputs. It contains 44 videos each of which is composed of 65 fine-grained cooking actions such as cut slices, pour, spice and so on, performed in the same kitchen setting. This dataset involves variations like gender, subject and recipe diversity for making 14 different dishes.
The second dataset is 50 Salads Dataset, which is composed of 50 sequences of a mixed salad preparation task with two sequences per subject. The fine-grained actions for making salad include mixing a dressing, cutting vegetables, mixing the ingredients, serving the salad onto a plate and dressing the salad. There are gender and age diversity in videos, and a different task-ordering for each sequence that makes it challenging.
The third dataset is Toy Assembly Dataset which involves assembling 1 of 3 different toy models. There are 12 variations in the course of actions (defined by a grammar) and 40 different primitives actions (each involves getting a part from 1 of 5 bins and assembling it).
The last dataset is IKEA dataset which is specifically designed for collaborative robotics challenges, contains 50 videos of different people using different setup for the task of assembling an IKEA drawer. All actors follow the same instruction, but vary the order of sub-actions, the duration of each sub-action and the locations of assembly tools. We consider 5 action labels in total for the task. The dataset is available online at https://goo.gl/Oq2dYq.
Evaluation methods
We consider two metrics, one for evaluating how good the predicted dynamic images are compared to their ground truths and another one to evaluate how accurately we can recognize actions based on predicted dynamic images. As a result, we firstly calculate MSE between the predicted frame and actual one and compare with the MSE frame to have a fair comparison with the employed method in [5] . We present results for all four datasets. Then, we recognize action classes from the predicted dynamic images using ConvNets that we already trained for predicted dynamic images. We present the results only for the IKEA dataset, which is compatible with our aim i.e collaborative assembly task between human and robot.
Experiments and results
First, we present results of prediction algorithm for 4 above-mentioned datasets. Then, we go through recognizing actions that predicted dynamic images represent. Finally, we explore how early we can predict actions for IKEA test videos in average.
Predicting next dynamic image for 4 datasets
Initially, we extract frames of all dataset videos with fps of 30. We allocated 40 videos as training set, 2 as validation set and 2 as test set for MPII cooking dataset. For the 50 Salads dataset, training set, validation set and test set contain 46 videos, 2 videos and 2 videos, respectively. For Toy assembly dataset, we considered 25 training videos, 2 validation videos and 2 test videos and finally for the IKEA dataset, training set contains 41 videos, each has around 1000 frames, while we have 6 videos for testing and 3 videos for validation.
Then, we construct dynamic images following the strategy explained in section 3.1 using the window size of 30 and stride of 5. Sequences of 10 dynamic images are provided to the network for processing and prediction.
Note that the dynamic images for clips from different classes are likely to have many common background pixels because the actors tend to be centered in the field of view of the camera. This biases the error signal during training and results in insufficiently accurate prediction of dynamic images. We found that adding small variance white noise to the predictions during training, and computing the error based on the noisy predictions, yields a more accurate prediction network.
The 4-layer architecture is used with 3by3 convolutions and layer channel sizes of (3, 48, 96, 192) for dynamic image size of 128 by 160. Figure 4 shows examples of predicted dynamic images versus actual dynamic images for all four datasets. The Model MSE and Previous dynamic image MSE are reported in Table 1 . Toy Assembly [13] 0.004444 0.006542
Cooking Activities [11] 0.002562 0.003472
IKEA [14] 0.001131 0.002321
Model MSE is the mean squared error between predicted dynamic images and actual ones, whereas Prev. dynamic image MSE is the mean square error between the copy of the previous dynamic images and actual ones, which we use as a baseline.
For all four datasets, there is about a 50% improvement in the MSE of the predicted versus the copied dynamic image. Figure 5 shows the Model MSE averages for predicted dynamic images through 6 test videos in the IKEA dataset.
Action recognition from predicted dynamic images of IKEA dataset using ConvNets
To predict the next human action, a feature extraction system and a classifier are required to recognize action classes from the predicted dynamic images. We use a ResNet152 architecture ( Figure 3 ) for recognizing action labels of predicted dynamic images for our test videos. We report the recognition accuracy of predicted dynamic images. In this experiment, we evaluate on the IKEA dataset test videos; i.e. run42, run43, run44, run45, run46, run47. There are 5 action labels for this dataset which contain placing side panels, placing back panel, placing rear panel, using screw driver and fixing bolts. As discussed previously, we label the transition frames between consecutive actions as the second action. The evaluation compares the recognition accuracy based on predicted dynamic images to the recognition accuracy based on copied previous dynamic images. The results are summarized in Table 2 . We display accuracies for individual sub-actions of test videos in Table 3 . The presented results in Table 2 and 3, show the high performance of our method for recognizing correct subaction labels from dynamic images, which leads to successful action prediction. Confusion matrices for the five sub-actions of six test videos, containing the values of false positive, false negative, precision and recall, are presented in Figure 6 . Note that run45 originally does not contain sub-action 2 and there is a different manner of assembling in run44, as well. The direction of bottom panel also varies through videos that is handled by method quite well. There are some incorrect labels for sub-actions that are caused by appearance similarity of sub-actions which could probably be improved by increasing data samples. Notice that there is a gap between the time that the network predicts the correct label for the next action and the time that the human actually starts the action (for example, the time when a required tool is picked up for the next action). This is consistent with our final goal -passing tools by a robot before the human needs them.
Measuring temporal distance
In order to investigate our method's ability in predicting future actions at different stages and various actions, we evaluate the performance in terms of the temporal distance (frames) between the input image and the starting frame of the predicted action, for IKEA dataset. Table 4 reports the average of these temporal distances (AvgOfTD) on 6 test videos, for each action. We show predictions of our method at different temporal stages for two actions of a test video in Figure 7 , where one of them is successful for very early prediction, but another fails. 
Conclusion and future work
We proposed an action prediction framework based on a recurrent convolutional model to predict a future dynamic image which is the summary of 30 future RGB frames. By training a network on predicted dynamic images, we recognize the corresponding action of each dynamic image at least one second before it happens.
Experiments on dynamic image prediction show the performance of our model for motion encoding and predictive learning.
As future work, we plan to extrapolate dynamic image prediction further to the future to have the prediction of next 6 seconds. We also plan to explicitly model an end to end ConvNet architecture for human action prediction, based on dynamic images as inputs. 
